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Although the book starts off almost humorously (quite a literary feat considering the book begins with a suicide bombing), as the story progresses it becomes darker, more moving and, at the end, haunting. Beautifully written, I didn't want to put it down. Now that I'm finished reading it, I can't stop thinking about it. The Wanting. Read 49 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. From the author of Not Me, this powerful novel about an Israeli father ...


In the famous romance novel "A Happy Ending" has a cliche plot of a heroine picking her favorite fish in the fishpond and becoming a happy female lead at the end of the story. The villainess, Evelyn Callie von Emsworth is the young lady of the Dukes House, a spoiled lady that craved for love, she Romance, Isekai, Fantasy, Adventure, Action, Psychological.

In the galvanizing opening of The Wanting, the celebrated Russian-born postmodern architect Roman Guttman is injured in a bus bombing, causing his life to swerve into instability and his perceptions to become heightened and disturbed as he embarks on an ill-advised journey into Palestinian territory. “In this exquisite novel of longing and loss, Lavigne has woven multiple stories of intersecting lives and conflicting desires. From the snowy streets of communist Moscow to the scorching heat of a Palestinian-controlled desert, we travel with characters at once ruined and resilient, some idealistic, others world-weary—all pursuing that most essential but elusive want: a place to call home. A beautiful meditation on love, and on all the ways in which stories are remembered and told.”